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EDITORIAL NOTE

The purpose of Vision is to do away with the invisible wall that holds many of our students The purpose of Vision is to do away with the invisible wall that holds many of our students 
as captives. In essence, it is an intellectual platform for the open minded, courage for the as captives. In essence, it is an intellectual platform for the open minded, courage for the 
timid and a source for the seeker. timid and a source for the seeker. 

It is thIt is the exe expression of Xavierites and a wish of the editorial team to bring those expressions pression of Xavierites and a wish of the editorial team to bring those expressions 
to light. Information at its finest, dear readers, you have accessed the archive of St. Xavier to light. Information at its finest, dear readers, you have accessed the archive of St. Xavier 
College. College. 

Master Oogway famously says, “Yesterday is history, tomorrow is a mystery, and today is a Master Oogway famously says, “Yesterday is history, tomorrow is a mystery, and today is a 
gift…that’s why they called it Prgift…that’s why they called it Present.” esent.” 

Vision promotes the writings of students, lecturers, well-wishers and benefactors. It comes Vision promotes the writings of students, lecturers, well-wishers and benefactors. It comes 
in the form of feelings uttered thin the form of feelings uttered through poetry, laughter in humor, cryptic writings and  rough poetry, laughter in humor, cryptic writings and  
sagacious articles of immeasurable intellect. As students, we must not confine only  sagacious articles of immeasurable intellect. As students, we must not confine only  
academically to the prescribed syllabus but we should set out on a quest to broaden our academically to the prescribed syllabus but we should set out on a quest to broaden our 
knowledge. Through this small platform, we strive to serve as a record of achievements knowledge. Through this small platform, we strive to serve as a record of achievements 
to further motivate all those willing to grasp that opportunity. After what has been an  to further motivate all those willing to grasp that opportunity. After what has been an  
eternity for curious onlookers, the last edition being that of 2020- 2021, we present to you eternity for curious onlookers, the last edition being that of 2020- 2021, we present to you 
the 10th edition of Vision.the 10th edition of Vision.

We are indebted to the kind gestures and supports of everyone who has helped in making We are indebted to the kind gestures and supports of everyone who has helped in making 
VisioVision an a success. Your literary c success. Your literary contributions shall be immortalized and shall be presented ontributions shall be immortalized and shall be presented 
as a legacy for those who are yet to come. We also encourage others to join in on later  as a legacy for those who are yet to come. We also encourage others to join in on later  
editions. Let us help each other.editions. Let us help each other.

Editorial Team
English Department 

         

Mzalungbe Tali Yanger Kahre Richard KadenaKeyisampungle
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 are some among the long list that made their share of goodness generously. are some among the long list that made their share of goodness generously.

 Acade Academic sucmic success in terms of ranks and toppers, achievements in regional and national level platforms, cess in terms of ranks and toppers, achievements in regional and national level platforms, 
tournaments and events were part of the calendar in quality and quantity. It is special to mention that Ms. Sharon tournaments and events were part of the calendar in quality and quantity. It is special to mention that Ms. Sharon 
Zeliang of 4th Semester represented the state in the Youth Parliament, New Delhi. Selection in competitive exams, Zeliang of 4th Semester represented the state in the Youth Parliament, New Delhi. Selection in competitive exams, 
SSC Exam and Professional courses has added feathers to our success-cap. SSC Exam and Professional courses has added feathers to our success-cap. 

 As y As years pass by the college is growing in numbers and so too in its infrastructure and attached  ears pass by the college is growing in numbers and so too in its infrastructure and attached  
facilities. It’s a lush green campus that provides an enviable ambience to the students for academic involvement, facilities. It’s a lush green campus that provides an enviable ambience to the students for academic involvement, 
sporty activities and environmental explorations. Time has proved that the college has moved high and fast in the  sporty activities and environmental explorations. Time has proved that the college has moved high and fast in the  
ladder of success in any term of reference. Education beyond books has marked the schedules of the college in  ladder of success in any term of reference. Education beyond books has marked the schedules of the college in  
multiple forms. The presence of clubs, a chain of extension activities, skill development programs, etc. have kept multiple forms. The presence of clubs, a chain of extension activities, skill development programs, etc. have kept 
the students ever on a progressive road with packs of offer in curricular and co-curricular for all who are interested the students ever on a progressive road with packs of offer in curricular and co-curricular for all who are interested 
in learning and progress. Students within learning and progress. Students with

 St. Xavie St. Xavier College is truly relevant to the region leading the way from the front. It has made impacts in the r College is truly relevant to the region leading the way from the front. It has made impacts in the 
certification of hundreds in 3-year course of a University Degree and setting possibilities for higher studies or a certification of hundreds in 3-year course of a University Degree and setting possibilities for higher studies or a 
professional life. It’s a family of scholars and campus of positive happenings.professional life. It’s a family of scholars and campus of positive happenings.

 We look  We look ahead with hope that many more will find themselves in this campus to build a life for themselves ahead with hope that many more will find themselves in this campus to build a life for themselves 
with quality of knowledge, values and wisdom. with quality of knowledge, values and wisdom. 

 At the c At the close of a year and ever-ready to begin another, on behalf of the Xavierite family, I extend thanks to lose of a year and ever-ready to begin another, on behalf of the Xavierite family, I extend thanks to 
all who have been instrumental in making us live our year and prompting to live another with fulfillment in us. The all who have been instrumental in making us live our year and prompting to live another with fulfillment in us. The 
pages ahead set a ride through our campus and life. It will enlighten you. Wish you a great reader’s journey!!pages ahead set a ride through our campus and life. It will enlighten you. Wish you a great reader’s journey!!

Thankfully, 
Dr. Fr. Francis Cheerangal
Principal  

        St.Xavier College accomplished another academic year 2021-22 with laurels   St.Xavier College accomplished another academic year 2021-22 with laurels 
to behold and memories to cherish. The year begun with Covid-19 restrictions to behold and memories to cherish. The year begun with Covid-19 restrictions 
and it was a matter of concern and efficiency to put things right. Online classes, and it was a matter of concern and efficiency to put things right. Online classes, 
offline classes with 50%, vaccination drive, etc., gave way to regularity and  offline classes with 50%, vaccination drive, etc., gave way to regularity and  
full-fledged activities as time passed by. Thanks and gratitude to hundreds of hands and full-fledged activities as time passed by. Thanks and gratitude to hundreds of hands and 
hearts that made our way across the year. College Governing Board, Management, hearts that made our way across the year. College Governing Board, Management, 
Staff, benefactors, Civil Administration, parents, students and well-wishes Staff, benefactors, Civil Administration, parents, students and well-wishes 
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Most Rev. Dr. James Thoppil
Bishop of  Kohima, Nagaland

Most Rev. Dr. James Thoppil Bishop’s House
        Bishop of Kohima Post Box No. 519

Kohima797001,
Nagaland

Greetings from Bishop’s House Kohima!

It gives me profound joy to learn that St. Xavier College – Jalukie is bringing out the annual 
magazine for the year 2021 – 2022. Annual magazines of a college aims to portray the interest of 
the students in literary works. In order to bring out a magazine of quality, the role of the mentors 
is very imperative. It is not the students alone who contribute articles but the contribution of the 
teaching faculty through succinct articles relevant for the contemporary adds colour and meaning. 

I am happy to learn that your previous magazine had appreciations from all corners. This is a sign 
that the college is growing not just in academics and number but in terms of quality as well. The 
types of genre in the annual magazine also instill in the minds of students, creative thinking and
realization of their abilities. This is a very good platform where the students will find space for 
their cognitive power to be displayed. 

Annual magazine covers the important events of the academic year. It also helps one to flash back 
to some of the memorable events that will linger on in the mind. Human memory is very selective
and it is impossible to remember everything. This is where the annual magazine helps us to travel 
back to the yestermonths with gratitude and appreciations.

As you continue this good tradition of bringing out annual magazine, I pray that many more 
students get inspired to contribute quality articles and inculcate the habit of creative writing. I pray 
that the college grow from strength to strength through efforts of this sort where young boys and 
girls come to know what this institution has to offer. I congratulate the Principal, Vice Principal, 
Administrator, the teaching and non-teaching faculty, the persons who work tirelessly in making 
this annual magazine a reality.

God bless you all.

Yours in Christ Jesus,

Most Rev. Dr. James Thoppil
Bishop of Kohima
Nagaland 
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GOVERNING bOARD

Rev. Fr. George Antony

Most Rev. Dr. James Thoppil
(Chairman)

Rev. Sr. Rency Sebastian
(Vice-Principal)

Rev. Fr. Solomon Kevishi
(Administrator)

Rev. Dr. Francis Cheerangal
(Principal)

Rev. Fr. Carolus Neisalhou 

Rev. Sr. Constantina BaxlaDr. Tinojongshi Mr. Kevipele Iheilung Miss Martha TDr. Narola Pongener

Rev. Dr. George Punnolil Rev. Dr. Sebastian 

Leadership is the ability to transform vision into reality. Educational leadership is the 
key to the development of our campus and for the progress of this region. St.Xavier 

college gratefully acknowledges the guiding hands of the College Governing Board.
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HIGHLIGHTS 2021- 2022

 

15/7/2021 New Academic Year Begins
20/7/2021 Training on Permaculture and Gardening Design  organized by the Dept. of Sociology and 
  Farmer’s Club, in collaboration with the Dept. of Land Resource, Govt of Nagaland 
23/7/2021 Awareness programe on Permaculture attended by the Farmers’ Club  organised by the 
  Land Resource Department, Jalukie
26/7/2021 Kargil Vijay Diwas
27/7/2021 Orientation for 3rd & 5th Semesters
5/8/2021 Classes begin for the 1st semester 
6/8/2021 Freshers’ Day
17/8/2021 Independence Day 
21/8/2021 Training on the Oyster Mushroom cultivation by ATMA, Kohima 
  NSS Induction Program
28/8/2021 Social Work by NSS 
4/9/2021 Cleanliness Drive by RRC 
6/9/2021 Teachers’ Day Celebration 
8/9/2021 International Literacy Day with thematic presentation by Departments
13/9/2021 Transplantation of Dendrobium Orchids by the Floriculture club
14/9/2021 Covid awareness and random covid test by the Medical Dept. CHC,Jalukie
23/9/2021 Awareness program on HIV,Blood Donation & TB by the Nagaland State Aids control 
  society and 1st Phase of Online Competition on the theme, HIV, Blood Donation & TB
24/9/2021 Quiz Competition 
24/9/2021	 Awareness	Program	on	Solid	Waste	Management	by	the	Assam	Rifles,	Jalukie
25/9/2021 Social work by NSS
25/9/2021 NCC Trekking to Mt. Pauna
1/10/2021	 Blood	Donation	Day;	donation	of	blood	by	Staff	and	students	
2/10/2021	 Xavierite	Road	Show	in	Collaboration	with	Civil	Administration,	Jalukie	&	Assam	Rifles,	Jalukie
8-10/10/21 Exposure trip to Khonoma-Dzeleke-Poilwa by Dept. Of Political Science 
9/10/2021 Trip to Ikiesingram village by Xavierite Campus Ministry
14-15/10/21 Exposure trip to Dzukou Valley by Dept. of Sociology 
15/10/2021 Seminar by Pol. Science on  Holistic Health 
17/10/2021 Video on Awareness on Preservation of Amur Falcon made and aired on Hornbill TV
18/10/2021 Waste Management; Eco Club installed tin box on the college approach road
28/10/2021 Unity Run ‘Rashtriya Ekta Diwas’; participated by the NCC
11/5/2021 Falcon Fest 2.0 cum Cultural Day
11/26/2021 National Law Day 
11/27/2021 Principal’s Day cum College Patron’s Day
1/12/2021 World AIDS Day 
3/12/2021 University Semester End Examination begins
16-27/12/21 Extension Activity at Mother Theresa’s Home Dimapur by Campus Ministry
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Rev. Sr. Rency Sebastian MSMHCRev. Sr. Rency Sebastian MSMHC
Vice PrincipalVice Principal

 

17-24/12/21 Extension Activity at Huker, Chessore, Shamator and Pathso
21/12/21 Winter vacation begins
24/01/22 Classes begin for the Even Semester 2022
26/01/22 Republic Day 
28/01/22 Workshop on Professional Ethics and Values for teachers of Higher Education by 
  Bharat Mata College of Commerce and Arts Aluva Kerela  
5/2/22  Neighbourhood Youth Parliament organised by NYKs
6/2/22  District Level Career Guidance in collaboration with NYKS, Peren
12/2/22 District Level Sports and Games in collaboration with NYKS, Peren
13/2/22 Xavierite Kids Day by Campus Ministry
17/2/22 NCC CATC Camp begins at NIT Chumoukedima 
18/2/22 Career Orientation Programme by Kristu Jayanti College, Bengaluru 
19/2/22 Training on Oyster Mushroom Cultivation 
3-5/03/22 Annual Games and Sports  
8/3/22  International Women’s Day by NSS
8-12/03/22 National Youth Camp at Kalyan, Maharastra attended by 5 students 
8-11/03/22 National Youth Parliament attended by Sharon Zeliang in Delhi 
9-17/03/22 1st Internal Assessment 
17/3/22 One-day Training on Entrepreneurship by the MSME, Govt of Nagaland
18/3/22 Backyard Gardening with Indigenious seeds in the College Campus by Famers’ Club
24/3/22	 Training	on	Early	Identification	and	Intervention	of	children	with	Intellectual	
  Development Disabilities by NIEPID 
25-27/3/22 Exposure trip to Majuli Island by Dept. of English
26/3/22 Exposure trip to Poilwa and Benreu Village by Dept. of History 
31/3/22 Governing Board Meeting 
1-3/4/22 Participation in Training for Inclusive Education at DAN, Dimapur
4/4/22  Phase 3 Online Competitions on ‘HIV, Blood Donation & TB’
4-7/04/22 4 - days of National Level Workshop on revised AQAR 
4-11/4/22 2nd Internal Assesment 
5/4/22  State Level Consultative Workshop by DAN 
7/4/22  Seminar on National Tobacco Control in collaboration with Tobacco Control Cell, 
  Peren
19/4/22 Distribution of Food Kits in collaboration with DAN
24/4/22 Model Examination begins 
5/5/22		 Inspection	of	provisional	affiliation	by	the	Nagaland	University	for	Education,	
  English and History Departments
10/5/22 Webinar on Higher Studies in the United States by Education USA
11/5/22 Parents Meet of 6th Semester and Career Guidance Webinar by USIEF, Kolkata
17/5/22 End  Semester University Examination begins
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academic performance among students. Academic procrastination is common among students of all ages and sections. academic performance among students. Academic procrastination is common among students of all ages and sections. 
Young people aged 14 to 29 are more likely to procrastinate. Males are inclined to procrastinate more than females.  Young people aged 14 to 29 are more likely to procrastinate. Males are inclined to procrastinate more than females.  
According to some surveys, almost 70% of university students admit to procrastinating on a daily basis. People postpone on According to some surveys, almost 70% of university students admit to procrastinating on a daily basis. People postpone on 
average, 218 minutes per day, or 55 days per year, according to a You Gov, Students in college are renowned for delaying average, 218 minutes per day, or 55 days per year, according to a You Gov, Students in college are renowned for delaying 
their homework. For a variety of reasons, they postpone finishing a project, evaluating papers or attending a conference.their homework. For a variety of reasons, they postpone finishing a project, evaluating papers or attending a conference.

 Academic procrastination occurs when students delay completing tasks, projects, or assignments for no apparent  Academic procrastination occurs when students delay completing tasks, projects, or assignments for no apparent 
reason. reason. As they race to meet deadlines and finish work, procrastinators may endure excessive tension or worry. Putting As they race to meet deadlines and finish work, procrastinators may endure excessive tension or worry. Putting 
things off can be harmful to one’s psychological well-being as well as interpersonal connections. Procrastination has been things off can be harmful to one’s psychological well-being as well as interpersonal connections. Procrastination has been 
demonstrated in research to harm mental health, increase stress and decrease overall enjoyment. They are more likely demonstrated in research to harm mental health, increase stress and decrease overall enjoyment. They are more likely 
to suffer from headaches, colds, digestive issues, hypertension and cardiovascular diseases. When people fail to meet  to suffer from headaches, colds, digestive issues, hypertension and cardiovascular diseases. When people fail to meet  
deadlines and duties, it strains relationships. Some think that procrastination has a beneficial adaptive advantage in that it deadlines and duties, it strains relationships. Some think that procrastination has a beneficial adaptive advantage in that it 
allows students to make better use of available study time, while others argue that it is connected to inferior life success.allows students to make better use of available study time, while others argue that it is connected to inferior life success.

 Procra Procrastination is a bad habit that won’t go away. Consider why you procrastinate, the behaviors and thoughts that stination is a bad habit that won’t go away. Consider why you procrastinate, the behaviors and thoughts that 
cause ycause you to procrastinate, the sentiments that cause you to procrastinate, how they make you feel, and how you might ou to procrastinate, the sentiments that cause you to procrastinate, how they make you feel, and how you might 
modify your perspective. When you break down difficult work into smaller portions, it becomes less intimidating. Look for modify your perspective. When you break down difficult work into smaller portions, it becomes less intimidating. Look for 
the aspects of an assignment that you enjoy or what you hope to get from it other than a grade. Start by committing to the aspects of an assignment that you enjoy or what you hope to get from it other than a grade. Start by committing to 
complete a small action, any activity that you can write down, do, and reward yourself for if you’re stuck. Only write down in complete a small action, any activity that you can write down, do, and reward yourself for if you’re stuck. Only write down in 
your agenda or “to do” list what you can truly commit to, and if you do, stay to it. You will gradually regain your confidence your agenda or “to do” list what you can truly commit to, and if you do, stay to it. You will gradually regain your confidence 
in yourself, which many procrastinators have lost. When it comes to collaboration, be judicious about where and with whom in yourself, which many procrastinators have lost. When it comes to collaboration, be judicious about where and with whom 
you work. Putting yourself in situations where you are unlikely to get much work done, such as ‘studying on your bed, at you work. Putting yourself in situations where you are unlikely to get much work done, such as ‘studying on your bed, at 
a café or with friends can be a type of procrastination or a technique to avoid work. Instead of focusing on what you want a café or with friends can be a type of procrastination or a technique to avoid work. Instead of focusing on what you want 
to avoid, think about what you want to achieve. To examine the constructive reasons for performing work, set positive,  to avoid, think about what you want to achieve. To examine the constructive reasons for performing work, set positive,  
specific, and relevant learning and achievement goals for yourself. Be realistic because creating goals and changing behav-specific, and relevant learning and achievement goals for yourself. Be realistic because creating goals and changing behav-
ior takes time and effort; don’t hinder yourself by setting unattainable goals. Encourage yourself to think and converse with  ior takes time and effort; don’t hinder yourself by setting unattainable goals. Encourage yourself to think and converse with  
yourself. Replace outdated, ineffective self-talk routines with self-talk that reminds you of your goals. Keep note of the time you yourself. Replace outdated, ineffective self-talk routines with self-talk that reminds you of your goals. Keep note of the time you 
spend working toward your goals and give yourself praise. This can make you feel less stressed and more fulfilled at work.spend working toward your goals and give yourself praise. This can make you feel less stressed and more fulfilled at work.

          Understanding the root causes of procrastination, according to Dr. Abdel-Malek, is critical to limiting it. Some people’s           Understanding the root causes of procrastination, according to Dr. Abdel-Malek, is critical to limiting it. Some people’s 
lelearning and emotional regulating skills may help them overcome procrastination in the classroom. According to a study, arning and emotional regulating skills may help them overcome procrastination in the classroom. According to a study, 
students who practiced self-forgiveness when studying for a test were less likely to procrastinate while studying for the students who practiced self-forgiveness when studying for a test were less likely to procrastinate while studying for the 
next exam. According to a study published in the international journal of applied positive psychology, people who practice  next exam. According to a study published in the international journal of applied positive psychology, people who practice  
mindfulness-exercises are more likely to stay on target. Many people believe they are trapped by their procrastination habits, mindfulness-exercises are more likely to stay on target. Many people believe they are trapped by their procrastination habits, 
but it is not the case. Procrastination can be fought through self-forgiveness, emotional management skills and mindfulness.but it is not the case. Procrastination can be fought through self-forgiveness, emotional management skills and mindfulness.

Sr. Rency SebaSr. Rency Sebastian MSMHCstian MSMHC
Vice PrincipalVice Principal

The Impact of Academic Procrastination and the Remedial measures
IntelIntelligencligence has been regarded for long as one of the essential aspects of students’ academic e has been regarded for long as one of the essential aspects of students’ academic 
performance. Recent research has revealed that environmental, personal, social, cultural performance. Recent research has revealed that environmental, personal, social, cultural 
and psychological factors play their part in academic success. Low academic performance, and psychological factors play their part in academic success. Low academic performance, 
according to Tarman, is due to a lack of enthusiasm, poor study habits, and parental-less according to Tarman, is due to a lack of enthusiasm, poor study habits, and parental-less 
involvement in their children’s education. Academic procrastination is a leading cause for lowinvolvement in their children’s education. Academic procrastination is a leading cause for low
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 St. XaviSt. Xavier cer college campus is vibrant with energy, enthusiasm and activity . It is  a place ollege campus is vibrant with energy, enthusiasm and activity . It is  a place of frienof friendly dly 
environment for learning therefore, anyone can take the full advantage of the environment for learning therefore, anyone can take the full advantage of the oppopportunities and explore their ortunities and explore their 
ppotentials.otentials.
 The The vision and mission of the collge is to produce academically competent, religiously oriented intellectual  vision and mission of the collge is to produce academically competent, religiously oriented intellectual 
excellence etc., to ensure the students responsible citizen of the society, nation and the world. So please get excellence etc., to ensure the students responsible citizen of the society, nation and the world. So please get 
connected to the college with your love and prayers.connected to the college with your love and prayers.

My warmMy warm regards to all ‘Have a Fruitful and knowledgeable Year’ regards to all ‘Have a Fruitful and knowledgeable Year’

Fr. SFr. Sololomon Kevishiomon Kevishi
AdministratorAdministrator

CCOME AND SOME AND SEEEE

 It gives me immense joy to congratulate to this premier institute of St. Xavier College, Jalukie on attaining It gives me immense joy to congratulate to this premier institute of St. Xavier College, Jalukie on attaining 
its 17th years of glorious journey. Over the Years the institute has fulfilled the aspiration and vision of its founding  its 17th years of glorious journey. Over the Years the institute has fulfilled the aspiration and vision of its founding  
members whose dream of providing quality education to their children at par with others. The contribution made by  members whose dream of providing quality education to their children at par with others. The contribution made by  
pioneers with their wisdom and knowledge for the generation to come deserves priceless appreciation.pioneers with their wisdom and knowledge for the generation to come deserves priceless appreciation.

 St. Xavier College since its inception has undoubtedly been playing a vital role in imparting quality education  St. Xavier College since its inception has undoubtedly been playing a vital role in imparting quality education 
in shin shaping the society and thus producing Intellectuals in various fields. It’s worth to mention here that  aping the society and thus producing Intellectuals in various fields. It’s worth to mention here that  
institute is imparting Practical knowledge on Agriculture as part of extra-curricular activity. It is necessary to institute is imparting Practical knowledge on Agriculture as part of extra-curricular activity. It is necessary to 
bring the Agriculture into the forefront in order to achieve the desired level of production through introduction of  bring the Agriculture into the forefront in order to achieve the desired level of production through introduction of  
appropriate modern technology. For this, we need motivation to shift to a better technological advance in agriculture  appropriate modern technology. For this, we need motivation to shift to a better technological advance in agriculture  
Knowledge which is the need of the hour. Your institute where grass root technology transfer and practical training are  Knowledge which is the need of the hour. Your institute where grass root technology transfer and practical training are  
imparting, will bridge the gap between the available technologies at one end and their application will go on a long imparting, will bridge the gap between the available technologies at one end and their application will go on a long 
way in increasing production and productivity.way in increasing production and productivity.

 Let this institute continue to be a torch bearer and strive forward towards excellence as it journeys  Let this institute continue to be a torch bearer and strive forward towards excellence as it journeys 
bbeyond its 17th years.eyond its 17th years.

I wish a grant and successful publication of the souvenir.I wish a grant and successful publication of the souvenir.

Dr. BeremjunglaDr. Beremjungla
SSub-Divisional Agriculture Officerub-Divisional Agriculture Officer

Jalukie: NagalandJalukie: Nagaland

IMPRESSIONSIMPRESSIONS
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THANKS TO XAVIERITE STAFF
FOR MOULDING THE YOUNG GENERATION

ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENTS

ENGLISH
A - 15 : P - 15

GENERAL
A - 30 : P - 30

HISTORY
A - 11 : P - 10

POL. SCIENCE
A - 22 : P - 22

SOCIOLOGY
A - 8 : P - 8

POSITION   NAME        DEPARTMENT   SGPA
1st   LIKIVI G ZHIMO   HISTORY   6.84

2nd   KEYITOTEILEI PAME  POLITICAL SCIENCE  6.34

3rd   INDETGONGLE   POLITICAL SCIENCE  6.29

4th   BERTILLA GANGMEI  HISTORY   6.24

5th   KEYISAMPUNGLE  ENGLISH   6.23

6th   ILEUGUMLE   ENGLISH   6.14

7th   BASHUN   POLITICAL SCIENCE  6.13

8th   KULPU TENAI   ENGLISH   6.07

9th   LUNCHUYILE   ENGLISH   5.97

10th   ASHA GURUNG   ENGLISH   5.93

COLLEGE RANKING 2022

     Likivi G. Zhimo      
 

4th Rank, NU, (History)

CongratulationsCongratulations

4th  Semester 2021
Position    Name                   SGPA          Department
1st    Chungdoilung Panmei   6.42         English
2nd    Kukule    6.37         English
3rd    Samsangyile Heheu   6.26          History

2nd  Semester 2021
Position      Name          Department
1st    Kidwateile Anita Pame        English
2nd    Kininglei         Education
3rd    Suiyipeusile                      History

1st Semester (Smart starter)
   Name            HSSLC      
   Paininglung          93.6% 
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FACULTY

Rev. Fr. Solomon Kevishi
(Administrator)

Rev Dr. Francis Cheerangal
(Principal)

Rev. Sr. Rency MSMHC
(Vice Principal)

Rev. Fr. John Vipral Rev. Sr. RK Mary MSMHC Mdm Naomi

Miss SichialiuSir Siba Adani Miss Apale Lasushe   
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SSUUPPPPOORRTT  SSTTAAFFFF

Miss Martha T Miss LungningzeuleSir Peurangchangbe

Miss Kechangsiliu Pamai Sir Jose Miss Jacinta Thaimei

Sir John NzaMiss Samlamwangle Mdm Goretti
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LAST DAY OF COLLEGE

Suddenly one day I woke up and realize,
I no more have to carry heavy loads of books on bag

I no more have to walk miles,
I no more have to war my teachers,

I no more have to stand in the assembly for hours.
I no more have to bunk classes sitting in washroom

I no more have to run on suing principal.
That day I come to know, it is my last day of college.

I realized that, now
I just have memories of past,
I just have photos of friends

I just have tears of separation
I just have smiles of sadness

For that was my last day,
Wearing Tuxedo I became a guest for all.

Then, I said

Dear Uniform,
I always hated you. You were demanding, always wanted to be tidy, and clean.

But now, as you lay in my wardrobe with all those signatures and  
parting notes, trust me, 

you’re my favorite piece of clothing.

Yours lovingly,
A boy soon to be graduate.

 Tali Yanger Tali Yanger
  6th Semester6th Semester
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At the very outset I would like to express my heartfelt gratitude to the Xavierite family for giving me the opportunity to share my At the very outset I would like to express my heartfelt gratitude to the Xavierite family for giving me the opportunity to share my 
thoughts in the College Magazine. As I pondered upon the topics, I couldn’t pass through the thought of education I received thoughts in the College Magazine. As I pondered upon the topics, I couldn’t pass through the thought of education I received 
at our wonderful college. at our wonderful college. 

The journey I had at SXC is priceless. It is a mixture of happiness, enjoyment, hard work and struggles. My heartfelt gratitude The journey I had at SXC is priceless. It is a mixture of happiness, enjoyment, hard work and struggles. My heartfelt gratitude 
to all my professors who willingly and selflessly took up the role of our guardians, you are a blessing to many. We have had to all my professors who willingly and selflessly took up the role of our guardians, you are a blessing to many. We have had 
brilliant teachers who have been wonderful role models.brilliant teachers who have been wonderful role models.

St. Xavier College, a place of knowledge and bliss, of learning, fun, embarrassments, and on & on but most importantly St. Xavier College, a place of knowledge and bliss, of learning, fun, embarrassments, and on & on but most importantly 
growth, of knowledge, respect, love, friendships and life. College life is a mixture of happiness, enjoyment, hard work & growth, of knowledge, respect, love, friendships and life. College life is a mixture of happiness, enjoyment, hard work & 
struggle, but remembers that it is one of the most beautiful phase of your life. Whether you are freshmen, in the middle of struggle, but remembers that it is one of the most beautiful phase of your life. Whether you are freshmen, in the middle of 
your semester or prepping for your finals, being a student can be stressful. A student can turn his dreams into reality if he/she your semester or prepping for your finals, being a student can be stressful. A student can turn his dreams into reality if he/she 
focuses on their education efficiently. In the words of Nelson Mandela, ”Education is a powerful weapon that you can use to focuses on their education efficiently. In the words of Nelson Mandela, ”Education is a powerful weapon that you can use to 
change the world”’.  Education is a gift not many people are blessed with. Not every person of your age gets to go to schools change the world”’.  Education is a gift not many people are blessed with. Not every person of your age gets to go to schools 
&colleges; it is due to the effort of your loved ones that you are in college, acquiring knowledge through education. It is more &colleges; it is due to the effort of your loved ones that you are in college, acquiring knowledge through education. It is more 
than going to your classes and doing the work necessary or getting very good grades but it is rather empowering, handling than going to your classes and doing the work necessary or getting very good grades but it is rather empowering, handling 
responsibilities, discipline, experience, social skills, friendships etc., it’s about preparing for life,” Your education is a dress responsibilities, discipline, experience, social skills, friendships etc., it’s about preparing for life,” Your education is a dress 
rehearsal for a life that is yours to lead” -Nora Ephron. Hence be grateful for the education you are receiving, embrace the rehearsal for a life that is yours to lead” -Nora Ephron. Hence be grateful for the education you are receiving, embrace the 
spirit of unity, brotherhood and friendship.spirit of unity, brotherhood and friendship.

I am highly indebted to the entire family of St. Xavier College, Jalukie. My college days are unforgettable and in fact, those I am highly indebted to the entire family of St. Xavier College, Jalukie. My college days are unforgettable and in fact, those 
days are the happiest and most fruitful days in my life. I proudly cherish every moment of my college days.    days are the happiest and most fruitful days in my life. I proudly cherish every moment of my college days.                                                                                     

Justina VentilaJustina Ventila
   (   (Alumni 2014-2017)Alumni 2014-2017)

GRATEFULLY
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Lotha Festival, Tokhü Emong is celebrated by the Lotha tribe in Nagaland.Lotha Festival, Tokhü Emong is celebrated by the Lotha tribe in Nagaland.  Tokhü means feast, Emong means the halt on the Tokhü means feast, Emong means the halt on the 
appointed time. Tokhü Emong is celebrated every year from 7th November by the Lotha Naga and lasts for 9 days.appointed time. Tokhü Emong is celebrated every year from 7th November by the Lotha Naga and lasts for 9 days.

The festival is associated with the harvesting of crops accompanied by folk dance and folk song praising God for his manifold The festival is associated with the harvesting of crops accompanied by folk dance and folk song praising God for his manifold 
blblessings. Tokhü Emong is also a celebration of brotherhood, forgiveness and oneness which is celebrated through sharing essings. Tokhü Emong is also a celebration of brotherhood, forgiveness and oneness which is celebrated through sharing 
of food, gifts, folklore narration and a community feast.of food, gifts, folklore narration and a community feast.

The village priest proclaims the opening of Tokhü Emong and travel door to door with a basket to collect eatables for the feast The village priest proclaims the opening of Tokhü Emong and travel door to door with a basket to collect eatables for the feast 
‘Y‘Yinga’ (supports).  This collection is an offering to ‘Limha Potsow Ha Oyak Potsow’ (God of Earth and Sky). The priest takes inga’ (supports).  This collection is an offering to ‘Limha Potsow Ha Oyak Potsow’ (God of Earth and Sky). The priest takes 
a small quantity from the contribution made by the community after a prayer.a small quantity from the contribution made by the community after a prayer.

It is a customary for the fellow villagers to contribute liberally as it is believed that more crops facilitated more crops during It is a customary for the fellow villagers to contribute liberally as it is believed that more crops facilitated more crops during 
cultivacultivation. A fraction of this gathering is used for the pigs and the rest was for making rice beer. Later, with the help of a bam-tion. A fraction of this gathering is used for the pigs and the rest was for making rice beer. Later, with the help of a bam-
boo spear a ritual is performed in pig’s heart. Then the abdomen is sliced open to interpret the prophecy. The priest reads the boo spear a ritual is performed in pig’s heart. Then the abdomen is sliced open to interpret the prophecy. The priest reads the 
destiny of the village from the entrails. The pig is then divided into small portions and distributed amongst every household. If destiny of the village from the entrails. The pig is then divided into small portions and distributed amongst every household. If 
a stranger arrives at the village he/ she can leave or stay and enjoy the great hospitality of the villagers throughout the festival. a stranger arrives at the village he/ she can leave or stay and enjoy the great hospitality of the villagers throughout the festival. 
The activity is performed according to the village customary and slight difference in some ritual performance and other  The activity is performed according to the village customary and slight difference in some ritual performance and other  
celebrating activities among the Lothas.celebrating activities among the Lothas.

Prayers are offered for the spirit of the people who died in the previous year. Any family who lost a member in the family are Prayers are offered for the spirit of the people who died in the previous year. Any family who lost a member in the family are 
expecexpected to stay in the village until the last rituals is performed. People also expresses gratitude for what they have and strive ted to stay in the village until the last rituals is performed. People also expresses gratitude for what they have and strive 
to create new ties of friendship.to create new ties of friendship.

The people wear their conventional/ traditional dresses during the ceremonies and everyone enjoys the meal followed by folk The people wear their conventional/ traditional dresses during the ceremonies and everyone enjoys the meal followed by folk 
dadance, folk songs, enchanting gifts etc.nce, folk songs, enchanting gifts etc.

Mhayio YanthanMhayio Yanthan
6th Semester6th Semester

TOKHÜ EMONG
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ACCEPTING ONESELF

In a person’s life, accepting oneself could be one of the most challenging phases. When one find too many faults and failed In a person’s life, accepting oneself could be one of the most challenging phases. When one find too many faults and failed 
to gratify for being who they are, it could diminish their entire propitious dreams.to gratify for being who they are, it could diminish their entire propitious dreams.

To accept one-self requires the strongest will. It starts right from liking simple things about yourself; from the way you talk, To accept one-self requires the strongest will. It starts right from liking simple things about yourself; from the way you talk, 
tthe way you walk, the way you smile, the way you look and you got to admire the color of your skin, be it black, yellow, green he way you walk, the way you smile, the way you look and you got to admire the color of your skin, be it black, yellow, green 
or white. You got to accept the unsymmetrical size of your thumbs. You got to learn to appreciate everything about yourself or white. You got to accept the unsymmetrical size of your thumbs. You got to learn to appreciate everything about yourself 
because you are unique and real. because you are unique and real. 

Every individual are a fascinating piece designed uniquely by the creator. No matter who you are or where you come from, Every individual are a fascinating piece designed uniquely by the creator. No matter who you are or where you come from, 
considering how big and wide the world is, there is only one you and that is ‘you’.considering how big and wide the world is, there is only one you and that is ‘you’.

The moment you choose to stop pretending and acknowledge the truest version of you, you begin to live rather than just The moment you choose to stop pretending and acknowledge the truest version of you, you begin to live rather than just 
exexisted.isted.

PaukinthunPaukinthun
       6th Semester       6th Semester

MY PARENTS’ LOVE

The love of our parents is immeasurable. Most of us would not have been here today if it is not for the love and support  The love of our parents is immeasurable. Most of us would not have been here today if it is not for the love and support  
rendered to us morally as well as financially. They understand and support us in all our endeavors. Their love is immortal, rendered to us morally as well as financially. They understand and support us in all our endeavors. Their love is immortal, 
selfless and caring. We come across various kinds of love from different angle but our parents love is always beyond any selfless and caring. We come across various kinds of love from different angle but our parents love is always beyond any 
comparison.comparison.

I am so blessed to be a farmer’s daughter, who always provides my every need. Despite of their meager earning, they always I am so blessed to be a farmer’s daughter, who always provides my every need. Despite of their meager earning, they always 
pprrioritized my needs. Instead of having luxurious food, clothes, etc., they try their best to give me the best of everything.  ioritized my needs. Instead of having luxurious food, clothes, etc., they try their best to give me the best of everything.  
They made innumerable sacrifice so that we can avail good education, and one day we will becomes someone great in the They made innumerable sacrifice so that we can avail good education, and one day we will becomes someone great in the 
future.future.

Therefore, before it’s too late, let’s learn to live an honest and faithful life and not forgetting to respect them.Therefore, before it’s too late, let’s learn to live an honest and faithful life and not forgetting to respect them.
  Wipunlu ChawangWipunlu Chawang
    4th Semester4th Semester
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NAGALAND

districts; Chümukedima, Dimapur, Kiphire, Kohima, Peren, Longleng, Mokokchung, Mon, Niuland, Noklak, Wokha, Phek, districts; Chümukedima, Dimapur, Kiphire, Kohima, Peren, Longleng, Mokokchung, Mon, Niuland, Noklak, Wokha, Phek, 
Shamator, Tseminyu, and Zünheboto.Shamator, Tseminyu, and Zünheboto.
The origin oThe origin of the word Naga is unclear. A popularly accepted but controversial view is that it originated from the Burmese word f the word Naga is unclear. A popularly accepted but controversial view is that it originated from the Burmese word 
NNa- Ka or Naga which means people with earrings. There is no written document that tells us about the history of Nagaland. a- Ka or Naga which means people with earrings. There is no written document that tells us about the history of Nagaland. 
However, the medieval documents of the neighboring place of Ahom in Assam mentioned the economic and social life of the However, the medieval documents of the neighboring place of Ahom in Assam mentioned the economic and social life of the 
Naga ethnic groups.Naga ethnic groups.
Nagaland is also a home to diverse indigenous tribes, with different festivals and cultures. Nagaland has a rich cultural  Nagaland is also a home to diverse indigenous tribes, with different festivals and cultures. Nagaland has a rich cultural  
hheritaeritage. The oral tradition is kept alive through folk tales and songs. Naga folk songs are both romantic and historical ge. The oral tradition is kept alive through folk tales and songs. Naga folk songs are both romantic and historical 
with songs narrating the entire stories of famous ancestors and incidents. One of the most famous festivals celebrated in  with songs narrating the entire stories of famous ancestors and incidents. One of the most famous festivals celebrated in  
Nagaland is the “Hornbill Festival, which showcases a mélange of various cultural displays under one roof. The festival takes Nagaland is the “Hornbill Festival, which showcases a mélange of various cultural displays under one roof. The festival takes 
place between the 1st and 10th of December ever year.place between the 1st and 10th of December ever year.
Nagaland is exquisitely rich on flora and fauna. Owing to its diversities in birds, Nagaland is referred to as, “The Falcon Capital Nagaland is exquisitely rich on flora and fauna. Owing to its diversities in birds, Nagaland is referred to as, “The Falcon Capital 
ofof th the World”. One of the coolest things about Nagaland is the fact that it is also home to the hottest chili peppers in the world; e World”. One of the coolest things about Nagaland is the fact that it is also home to the hottest chili peppers in the world; 
Nagaland is a beautiful place with a friendly environment, a favorable weather and rich cultural heritage.Nagaland is a beautiful place with a friendly environment, a favorable weather and rich cultural heritage.

LLungherangdingungherangding
                2nd  Semester2nd  Semester

IN PURSUIT OF TRUTH

It is worthy of awe and celebration that our mere intellect, evolved primarily for survival, throughout the depth of time,  It is worthy of awe and celebration that our mere intellect, evolved primarily for survival, throughout the depth of time,  
gradually acquires exponential capabilities to infer complexities and sophistication by rule and line. The trajectory of human’s gradually acquires exponential capabilities to infer complexities and sophistication by rule and line. The trajectory of human’s 
intellectual pursuit was never the same as we explore and inquire beyond the premise of prevailing knowledge; confront the intellectual pursuit was never the same as we explore and inquire beyond the premise of prevailing knowledge; confront the 
rife of pre-existing notions; challenge and debunk mystical and folkloric explanations and make profound discoveries, from rife of pre-existing notions; challenge and debunk mystical and folkloric explanations and make profound discoveries, from 
Copernicus — the planetary orbits of the solar, to Darwin — the evolutionary descent of life. Eventually, allowing us to procure Copernicus — the planetary orbits of the solar, to Darwin — the evolutionary descent of life. Eventually, allowing us to procure 
foresight and extrapolate our horizon of understanding that was once undeniably myopic.foresight and extrapolate our horizon of understanding that was once undeniably myopic.

Our predecessors’ fascination for the natural world and its mechanism and lack of contentment with unfulfilling answers, Our predecessors’ fascination for the natural world and its mechanism and lack of contentment with unfulfilling answers, 
championing facts over fiction and persistent endeavor to constantly push at the frontier of possibilities has led mankind to championing facts over fiction and persistent endeavor to constantly push at the frontier of possibilities has led mankind to 
the grand pinnacle of civilization that we are privileged and entitled to today. Our great ancestral explorers transcend their the grand pinnacle of civilization that we are privileged and entitled to today. Our great ancestral explorers transcend their 
only immortal heritage; their enthralling tales of expeditions and enormous trails of eureka and blunders, to acquaint us in our only immortal heritage; their enthralling tales of expeditions and enormous trails of eureka and blunders, to acquaint us in our 
venture. Strident oppositions and hurdles were undoubtedly met, but their unwavering trust in their empirical methodology and venture. Strident oppositions and hurdles were undoubtedly met, but their unwavering trust in their empirical methodology and 
perseverance in their pursuit for truth is what budding scholars celebrate today in reverence.perseverance in their pursuit for truth is what budding scholars celebrate today in reverence.
                                          PePekungdibo Nbungkungdibo Nbung

66th th SemesterSemester

Nagaland is a state in northeastern India, bordering the state of Arunachal Pradesh, Assam,  Nagaland is a state in northeastern India, bordering the state of Arunachal Pradesh, Assam,  
Manipur and Sagaing region of Myanmar. Its capital city is Kohima and the largest city is Dimapur. Manipur and Sagaing region of Myanmar. Its capital city is Kohima and the largest city is Dimapur. 
Nagaland covers an area of 16,579 square kilometers. The Indian state has 16 administrativeNagaland covers an area of 16,579 square kilometers. The Indian state has 16 administrative
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LITTLE MOMENTS, BIG MEMORIES

Life is Sturm and Drang; full of twists and turns, ups and downs, and full of surprises. But when life’s smooth sailing, life is Life is Sturm and Drang; full of twists and turns, ups and downs, and full of surprises. But when life’s smooth sailing, life is 
glamorous.glamorous.

Our College life is thrilling, where we experience peaks and valleys, along with stressful, anxious, nervous, frightening, and Our College life is thrilling, where we experience peaks and valleys, along with stressful, anxious, nervous, frightening, and 
vicvictorious moments. College years are genuinely an eye-opening point in life where we culture ourselves towards making our torious moments. College years are genuinely an eye-opening point in life where we culture ourselves towards making our 
future, encounter many friends, choosing our majors, finalizing our careers and preparing for the challenges of the real world.future, encounter many friends, choosing our majors, finalizing our careers and preparing for the challenges of the real world.

Reminiscing on the genesis of college, hither and thither, where we felt like Alice in Wonderland; so much to see and explore. Reminiscing on the genesis of college, hither and thither, where we felt like Alice in Wonderland; so much to see and explore. 
WWe have gone through a lot of bumps during the first few semesters, this has been a stupendous ride and we enjoyed it no e have gone through a lot of bumps during the first few semesters, this has been a stupendous ride and we enjoyed it no 
matter how many struggles we faced.matter how many struggles we faced.

In these three years of our college life, we have come across lots of struggles; be it grades, presentations, assignment In these three years of our college life, we have come across lots of struggles; be it grades, presentations, assignment 
susubmissions, and being stressed for semester exams. At times we grumbled and said we missed our high school life, but bmissions, and being stressed for semester exams. At times we grumbled and said we missed our high school life, but 
nevertheless, as the roller coaster gets higher, we had to deal with many challenges, difficulties and obstacles to get to our nevertheless, as the roller coaster gets higher, we had to deal with many challenges, difficulties and obstacles to get to our 
destination and goals.destination and goals.

The three years of my journey to St. Xavier College has taught me how to have faith in our ideas and believe in ourselves. The three years of my journey to St. Xavier College has taught me how to have faith in our ideas and believe in ourselves. 
ThThankful to our lecturers whose blessings took our career and life to a beautiful path. Growing up in this day and age, filled with ankful to our lecturers whose blessings took our career and life to a beautiful path. Growing up in this day and age, filled with 
joy in our hearts and realizing that it is the last day, the beautiful journey has come to an end leaving us with lots of memories joy in our hearts and realizing that it is the last day, the beautiful journey has come to an end leaving us with lots of memories 
to cherish.to cherish.

All we hAll we have to do now is sit back and reminisced!ave to do now is sit back and reminisced!
Bertilla Gangmei Bertilla Gangmei 

6th Semester6th Semester
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GOD IN DISGUISE

We are living in a world which is challenged by many external and internal obstacles thrown by nature and at other times We are living in a world which is challenged by many external and internal obstacles thrown by nature and at other times 
caused by people around us. Sometimes our faith can be challenged and sometimes it’s hard to see where God fits in.  caused by people around us. Sometimes our faith can be challenged and sometimes it’s hard to see where God fits in.  
Nevertheless, God uses the difficult and painful circumstances as a blessing in disguise. Sometimes we can be let down by Nevertheless, God uses the difficult and painful circumstances as a blessing in disguise. Sometimes we can be let down by 
painful experiences, we may lose our dreams and aspirations and think we can’t go any longer. Our dreams can be darkened, painful experiences, we may lose our dreams and aspirations and think we can’t go any longer. Our dreams can be darkened, 
hope can be despaired and everything surrounding us can be of no value unless we are optimistic. We must believe “this too hope can be despaired and everything surrounding us can be of no value unless we are optimistic. We must believe “this too 
shall pass”. Nothing lasts forever in this world. Remember what God said in the book of revelation 24:4 “He will wipe away shall pass”. Nothing lasts forever in this world. Remember what God said in the book of revelation 24:4 “He will wipe away 
every fear from their eyes and death shall be no more, neither shall there be mourning nor crying, nor have pains anymore every fear from their eyes and death shall be no more, neither shall there be mourning nor crying, nor have pains anymore 
for the former things passed away”.for the former things passed away”.

To beTo be positive, we have to use each day as a challenge to get away from negative affirmations remembering that “there is a  positive, we have to use each day as a challenge to get away from negative affirmations remembering that “there is a 
God in Israel.” It might sound weird, how to stay positive when everything seems to be impossible. When everyone is against God in Israel.” It might sound weird, how to stay positive when everything seems to be impossible. When everyone is against 
you; when people misunderstood you, put you down, rejects you and even more when you are assailed by doubts and  you; when people misunderstood you, put you down, rejects you and even more when you are assailed by doubts and  
confusion and finally no solution, have no anxiety at all; but in everything, by prayer and petition, with thanksgiving, make your confusion and finally no solution, have no anxiety at all; but in everything, by prayer and petition, with thanksgiving, make your 
requests known to God.” (Philippians Ch. 4: 6)requests known to God.” (Philippians Ch. 4: 6)

It was wheIt was when Jesus was in the stern asleep on the cushion that the disciples woke him and said to him, “Teacher, do you n Jesus was in the stern asleep on the cushion that the disciples woke him and said to him, “Teacher, do you 
not care that we are perishing?” They accused Jesus of indifference. “Why are you so afraid?” Jesus gently questions their not care that we are perishing?” They accused Jesus of indifference. “Why are you so afraid?” Jesus gently questions their 
panicked response, “Do you still have no faith?” Jesus probes deeper into the root of their fear. It is easy to say that Jesus is panicked response, “Do you still have no faith?” Jesus probes deeper into the root of their fear. It is easy to say that Jesus is 
the ruler of the universe generally, but it will be hard to trust him personally when the earth is moving under us. It is easier to the ruler of the universe generally, but it will be hard to trust him personally when the earth is moving under us. It is easier to 
believe what we see with our own eyes than trust in the invisible creation, which neither slumbers nor sleeps.believe what we see with our own eyes than trust in the invisible creation, which neither slumbers nor sleeps.

When theWhen they calm down after the storm, the even more terrified disciples ask each other, “Who is this then, that even the wind y calm down after the storm, the even more terrified disciples ask each other, “Who is this then, that even the wind 
and the sea obey him?” The storm forces them to questions who Jesus really is and whether they can surrender their lives to and the sea obey him?” The storm forces them to questions who Jesus really is and whether they can surrender their lives to 
him. The answer lies in the core of every individual. God comes to your aid in disguise. He comes to us sometimes as a gentle him. The answer lies in the core of every individual. God comes to your aid in disguise. He comes to us sometimes as a gentle 
breeze and at times as a storm to awake us from our comfort zone. We journey towards our destination each day with hope, breeze and at times as a storm to awake us from our comfort zone. We journey towards our destination each day with hope, 
fixing our eyes to God through the flow of our own life in spite of the obstacles and challenges.fixing our eyes to God through the flow of our own life in spite of the obstacles and challenges.

We beliWe believe sunrise occurs every day whether we see it or not. Clouds may cover the sky totally that we cannot experience the eve sunrise occurs every day whether we see it or not. Clouds may cover the sky totally that we cannot experience the 
beauty of the sun beams making their way to the Earth. No matter what the climate, the sun still rises in the Easter Horizon beauty of the sun beams making their way to the Earth. No matter what the climate, the sun still rises in the Easter Horizon 
and sits over the West. So too, we trust God to be there even though He may be hidden for a while. We believe in a living and sits over the West. So too, we trust God to be there even though He may be hidden for a while. We believe in a living 
God who led the Israel cloud by day and a pillar of fire by night to give light to them. It takes inner strength to overcome the God who led the Israel cloud by day and a pillar of fire by night to give light to them. It takes inner strength to overcome the 
challenges of life and to turn adverse situation to an advantage.challenges of life and to turn adverse situation to an advantage.

SrSr. khulpu. khulpu
6th Semester6th Semester
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A GLANCE AT MY FIRST SEMESTER IN
ST. XAVIER COLLEGE

I Joined St. Xavier College on 5th August 2021. College life is the most remarkable and lovely time of my life. I have learned I Joined St. Xavier College on 5th August 2021. College life is the most remarkable and lovely time of my life. I have learned 
many new things and faced new challenges in life and those challenges built my self-confidence. Here I have come across the many new things and faced new challenges in life and those challenges built my self-confidence. Here I have come across the 
finest academics and platform to change my dreams into realities. I learnt to be more independent in my studies. The various finest academics and platform to change my dreams into realities. I learnt to be more independent in my studies. The various 
activities organized by the college and various department enhanced my personality. It is another podium for me to meet many activities organized by the college and various department enhanced my personality. It is another podium for me to meet many 
new friends from different tribes and villages. The college provided ample opportunities to improve my various skills and to new friends from different tribes and villages. The college provided ample opportunities to improve my various skills and to 
have a holistic approach to learning. have a holistic approach to learning. 

I realizeI realizedd that there are lots of developments in my study habits and in other areas of my life. One of the best memories of my  that there are lots of developments in my study habits and in other areas of my life. One of the best memories of my 
first semester was the departmental outing. In the beginning I was scared and felt insecure because everything was new to me first semester was the departmental outing. In the beginning I was scared and felt insecure because everything was new to me 
especially the environment, the authority, and the lecturers but within no time I felt so comfortable, everyone was so friendly especially the environment, the authority, and the lecturers but within no time I felt so comfortable, everyone was so friendly 
and the setting was so peaceful and perfect for studying. It makes me excited to go to college when I think of the time that I and the setting was so peaceful and perfect for studying. It makes me excited to go to college when I think of the time that I 
have spent and will be spending at St. Xavier College. My sincere hats off to St. Xavier College.  have spent and will be spending at St. Xavier College. My sincere hats off to St. Xavier College.  

VehVehuvoto  Vese uvoto  Vese 
2nd Se2nd Semestermester

IMPORTANCE OF EDUCATION

Education is a vital investment for human and economic development. It is a universally accepted fact that education is Education is a vital investment for human and economic development. It is a universally accepted fact that education is 
considered the most powerful instrument. It unlocks the door to awareness and informed choices. Education is a process of considered the most powerful instrument. It unlocks the door to awareness and informed choices. Education is a process of 
learning and knowing, which is not restricted to our text-books alone. It is a holistic process and continues throughout our life. learning and knowing, which is not restricted to our text-books alone. It is a holistic process and continues throughout our life. 
Even the regular happenings and events around us educate us in one way or the other.Even the regular happenings and events around us educate us in one way or the other.

It would not be an exaggeration to say that existence of human being is fruitless without education. An educated person It would not be an exaggeration to say that existence of human being is fruitless without education. An educated person 
has the ability to change the world, as he/she is brimming with confidence and assured of making the right moves. It is  has the ability to change the world, as he/she is brimming with confidence and assured of making the right moves. It is  
education which transforms a person to live a better life and more importantly to have social wellbeing. It educates us with all the  education which transforms a person to live a better life and more importantly to have social wellbeing. It educates us with all the  
needed attributes in leading our life in a proper lifestyle. Education does make a remarkable effect on one’s personality.  needed attributes in leading our life in a proper lifestyle. Education does make a remarkable effect on one’s personality.  
Getting educated and finally earning a professional degree prepares you to be an integral part and could make many  Getting educated and finally earning a professional degree prepares you to be an integral part and could make many  
contributions in good organizations, companies or Institutions. contributions in good organizations, companies or Institutions. 

Hoineigong Hoineigong 
2nd Semester2nd Semester
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SUCCESS COMES AFTER STRUGGLE

             “Hello”, I am Severn Suzuki (Canadian Environmental Activist), speaking for ECO (Environment Children Organization),              “Hello”, I am Severn Suzuki (Canadian Environmental Activist), speaking for ECO (Environment Children Organization), 
we are group of 12 and 13 years old trying to make difference. “I know I am only a child, yet I know we are all in this together we are group of 12 and 13 years old trying to make difference. “I know I am only a child, yet I know we are all in this together 
and should act as one single world towards one single goal”.and should act as one single world towards one single goal”.
My namMy name is Greta Thunberg (Swedish Environmental Activist). I am 16 years old. I come from Sweden and I want you to panic. e is Greta Thunberg (Swedish Environmental Activist). I am 16 years old. I come from Sweden and I want you to panic. 
‘The moment we decide to fulfill something we can do anything’.‘The moment we decide to fulfill something we can do anything’.
MalalaMalala Yousafzai (Pakistani Activist for Female Education and a Nobel Peace Prize Laureate) Yousafzai (Pakistani Activist for Female Education and a Nobel Peace Prize Laureate)
“bismillah hir rahman in rahim’’.“bismillah hir rahman in rahim’’.
In the name of god, the most merciful, the most beneficent.In the name of god, the most merciful, the most beneficent.
‘There are two powers in the world; one is the sword and the other is the pen. There is a third power stronger than both, that ‘There are two powers in the world; one is the sword and the other is the pen. There is a third power stronger than both, that 
of women.of women.
DespiteDespite the many challenges that the women faced during their struggle to bring peace and equality Stand along with men  the many challenges that the women faced during their struggle to bring peace and equality Stand along with men 
and it seems unbelievable for the women who had lived during the 19th century.and it seems unbelievable for the women who had lived during the 19th century.
Yet, theYet, they have paved different ways for the better women in the coming new generation.y have paved different ways for the better women in the coming new generation.
Margaret Thatcher (Former Prime Minister of United Kingdom).Margaret Thatcher (Former Prime Minister of United Kingdom).
‘’If you want something said, ask a man, if want something done, ask a woman’’.‘’If you want something said, ask a man, if want something done, ask a woman’’.
There is a mindset in the current society that men make better politicians than women, but we don’t agree with everything that There is a mindset in the current society that men make better politicians than women, but we don’t agree with everything that 
men do for us. So, do you know that women make good politicians too.men do for us. So, do you know that women make good politicians too.
They may be even better than men with their authenticity ideas, because they compromise better,They may be even better than men with their authenticity ideas, because they compromise better,
Maybe they are co-operative and trust between us is strong. In addition, women are found to be more trustworthy than men. Maybe they are co-operative and trust between us is strong. In addition, women are found to be more trustworthy than men. 
But why do men have little trust in us? But little do they know how lovely to be a woman full of beauty and charm the men she But why do men have little trust in us? But little do they know how lovely to be a woman full of beauty and charm the men she 
loves to work together with. She has struggled, born as a girl to parents desiring for a boy, going through another struggle to loves to work together with. She has struggled, born as a girl to parents desiring for a boy, going through another struggle to 
care for her menstruation, which men never feel the pain. As she grows beautiful, she fears of being raped and being taken care for her menstruation, which men never feel the pain. As she grows beautiful, she fears of being raped and being taken 
away by some men without her opinions.away by some men without her opinions.
Why can’t you make a strong decision on your own?Why can’t you make a strong decision on your own?
Why don’t you try facing the reality without a makeup?Why don’t you try facing the reality without a makeup?
‘Too many young girls don’t know how to act when someone being inappropriate with them. A giggle or they try to brush it ‘Too many young girls don’t know how to act when someone being inappropriate with them. A giggle or they try to brush it 
off. Don’t do that. ‘Females carry the marks, language and nuances of their culture… Anything that is desired or despised is off. Don’t do that. ‘Females carry the marks, language and nuances of their culture… Anything that is desired or despised is 
always place on the female body’.always place on the female body’.
Swami VSwami Vivekananda quoted that, “There is no chance for the welfare of the world unless the condition of the women is  ivekananda quoted that, “There is no chance for the welfare of the world unless the condition of the women is  
improved”. Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru said, “When women move forward the family move, the village move and the nation move. improved”. Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru said, “When women move forward the family move, the village move and the nation move. 
There is no tool for development more effective than the empowerment of women. Kofi Annan, “We cannot all succeed if half There is no tool for development more effective than the empowerment of women. Kofi Annan, “We cannot all succeed if half 
of these are held back”. Malala Yousafzai, “If we understand the quotes then we find that thinkers all across the generation of these are held back”. Malala Yousafzai, “If we understand the quotes then we find that thinkers all across the generation 
and continents favor women development and empowerments”. Due to all the struggles she has to confront and to all the and continents favor women development and empowerments”. Due to all the struggles she has to confront and to all the 
instructions she receives till the moment she Becomes a woman, she manages to be a good worker. She passes firmness, instructions she receives till the moment she Becomes a woman, she manages to be a good worker. She passes firmness, 
industry, sensibility, charity, patience, and loyalty and she gains the necessary trustworthiness to be a good friends as well as industry, sensibility, charity, patience, and loyalty and she gains the necessary trustworthiness to be a good friends as well as 
a mother. Do not forget the fact that she is the only one who can collaborate with God in giving life.a mother. Do not forget the fact that she is the only one who can collaborate with God in giving life.
To conclude, being a woman has its advantage and disadvantage and it is not easy. Nevertheless, it is a condition that cannot To conclude, being a woman has its advantage and disadvantage and it is not easy. Nevertheless, it is a condition that cannot 
be changed whether you like it or not; if you were born a female that is part of your identity, of life map.be changed whether you like it or not; if you were born a female that is part of your identity, of life map.

Megonino Angeline MeyaseMegonino Angeline Meyase
2nd semester2nd semester
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DEPARTMENTAL ACCOUNTS

EDUCATION DEPARTMENT

Staff Coordinator

 Rev. Sr. Rency Sebastian

 Student Coordinators

 1. Coordinator  - Ningtinglung
 2. Asst. coordinator -  Hoineigong
 3. Secretary   -  Ilamheile
 4. Treasurer   -  Inakali
 5. Literary Secretary -  Vehuvoto Vese
 6. Sports Secretary -  Kekudibe

ACTIVITIES 

 1. 17/02/2022  -  Extempore Speech Competition 
 2. 19/02/2022  -  Social Work
 3. 03/03/2022  -  Food Fest
 4. 04/03/2022  -  Fund Raise (talent)
 5. 30/03/2022  -  Making of Waste Bin
 6. 03/04/2022  -  Flower making competition (waste material)
 7. 07/04/2022  -  National Tobacco Control Awareness
 8. 12/04/2022  -  Video making competition
 9. 22/04/2022  - Clothes Donation Camp.
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ENGLISH DEPARTMENTENGLISH DEPARTMENT  

Staff Coordinators

 Rev. Fr. John Vipral
 Miss Flora
 Rev. Sr. RK. Mary

 Student Coordinators

 1. Coordinator  -  Paukinthun
 2. Asst. Coordinator -  Paulamle
 3. Secretary   -  Ileugumle
 4. Treasurer   -  Lungchuyile
 5. Literary Secretary -  Richard 

ACTIVITIES

 1. 26th July 2021  -  Inaugural program of Academic Session 2021
 2. 13th August 2021 -  Felicitation cum Freshers’ Meet 2021
 3. 13th September 2021 -  Cleanliness Drive
 4. 5th November 2021 -  Falcon Fest 2nd edition
 5. 27th November 2021 -  Principal’s Day cum College Picnic
 6. 19th February 2022 -  Departmental Social Work
 7. 25th27th March 2022 -  Trip to Majuli
 8. 30thApril 2022  -  Musica Jamboree
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DEPARTMENT OF GENERAL STUDENTS

Staff Coordinators 

 Sir Siba Adani 
 Miss Melody 

 Student Coordinators 

 1. Coordinator  -  Pauriadi
 2. Secretary   -  Gracy H Zeliang 
 3. Treasurer   -  Sevisa
 4. Cultural Coordinator -  Heilungong
 5. Cultural Secterary -  Ichudaile
 6. Sports Coordinator -  Machingau

ACTIVITIES 

 21/08/2021  -    General meeting
 08/10/2021  -    Trip to Khonoma, Poilwa and Dzeleke
 05/11/2021  -    Falcon fest
 27/11/2021  -    Principal’s Day and College Picnic
 31/03/2022  -    General meeting
 02/04/2022  -    Newspaper cutting for decorating department board 
 07/05/2022  -    Department Farewell/picnic
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HISTORY DEPARTMENT

Staff Coordinators

 Rev. Fr. Solomon Kevishi
 Ms. Apale Lasushe

 Student Coordinators
 1. Coordinator   - Lunggiebe
 2. Asst. Coordinator  - Samsangyile
 3. Secretary    - Shudzuni
 4. Treasurer    - Ajuliu
 5. Sports secretaries  - Naigong & Engawangle
 6. Programme Committee - Incale, Keyichibe, Sanju & Ngiambuile
 7. Media Committee  - Pekungdibo, Lulu, Lanumeren & Machibe

ACTIVITIES 

 27/07/2021  -  First General Meeting
 06/08/2021  -  Freshers’ Day-Hosted
 04/09/2021  -  Cleanliness drive in collaboration with students’ council
 02/10/2021  -  Road Show
 08/10/2021  -  Fund raise in aid of educational tour
 05/11/2021  -  Falcon Fest 2.0. 
 27/11/2021  -  Principal’s Day cum College Picnic- Meal Sharing
 26/03/2022  -  Trip to Poilwa and Benreu
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POLITICAL SCIENCE DEPARTMENT 

Staff Coordinators 

 Sir Peurangchangbe 
 Miss Martha T 

 Student Coordinators

 1. Coordinator  -Heichilungbe Rao
 2. Secretary   - Miheiyile
 3. Treasurer   - Sharon Zeliang
 4. Cultural Secretary - Athuiliu Gangmei
 5. Sports Secretary - Robina
 6. Media Committee - Kadingambo, Ilungbabe, Ruveku Vese

ACTIVITIES

 27-07-21 -  Orientation cum Election of Department Coordinators
 06-08-21 -  First General meeting
 15-08-21 -  Independence Day Flag Hoisting and Online video Speech  
    Competition
 08-10-21 -  Three-days exposure trip to Khonoma, Dzeleke and Poilwa
 03-11-21 -  Cleanliness Drive in college campus
 05-11-21 -  Falcon Fest 
 15-11-21 -  Seminar on Holistic Health
 26-11-21 -  Observed Constitution Day by reciting Preamble of India
 27-11-21 -  College Day cum Principal’s Day 
 26-1-22 -  73rd Republic Day organized painting competition on the portrait 
    of Indian  Freedom Fighter in collaboration with NCC
 07-2-22 -  General meeting for the Department activity plan 2022
 18-2-22 -  Cleanliness Drive at college campus in collaboration with Eco-club
 14-4-22 -  Ambedkar Jayanti
 7-5-22 -  Department Farewell cum Picnic.
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SOCIOLOGY DEPARTMENT

Staff Coordinators

 Mdm  Naomi
 Miss  Lungningzeule

 Student Coordinators

 1.Coordinator  -  N.K Namrindibo
 2. Asst. Coordinator -  Namchundin
 3. Secretary   -  Lungzwayile
 4. Treasurer   -  Ningchi Disong

ACTIVITIES

 20th September 2021 -    Visit to senior citizen’s home
 16thOctober 2021  -    Trip to Dzukou valley
 14thNovember 2021 -    Educational trip to New Peren
 24th January 2022  -    Welcome program for Miss Lungningzeule
 19th February 2022 -    Class on Crochet and Basket making
 23rd March 2022  -    Department meeting 
 25th -27th March 2022 -    Trip to Guwahati
 2nd March 2022  -    Lucky draw 
 3rd April 2022  -    Upgrade Department room and Fund Raise
 28th April 2022  -    Photography competition ‘On folk culture and Tradition’ 
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Her Smile

Every, every morning I want to see.
Like no other so unique her beauty,
As I reached college, I’d search for,
All corners and through every door.
What makes her beauty so unique?
It is her beauty in her personality.

She dresses a wide spreading smile,
Fashion alters but not her style.

If her smile opened up my heart and mind,
Can her smile make even a rude so kind?
Can all own a smile like her’s so broad?

Free yet like key made me open every lock.
The range of her smile has no barriers,

Can make brighter by stopping thunders.

Habits that smoke you

It was a beautiful sunny day
Smoke rising through sun ray,
A Young boy sees and admire.

He only sees the smoke and fire,
He doesn’t know what is burning.

So young, at the stage of trying
By seeing, already smoked his mind,
Never knew what’s coming behind.

Too eager to try out what seems cool,
He did it with the boys from his hood
That goes on a year but only for show
To it if met someone right to say no

With ease could have flipped the page.
Every new day got him to a new stage

Of dependency and tolerance to nicotine
With forming habit to get addicting.
Says it free stress or give relaxation,
But that is in the stage of addiction

Shrinking’ and effecting’ life in all aspects
Fully grown up to understand facts

But never had that realization to quit.
Neglect the cause yet joy giving so quick,

But present is gift to rub off his butt.
To breath his lungs have to fight

When roaches blocks his windpipe,
Then he wished that he never tried.

Try to stop, then he get anxiety, tired,
Anger builds up, without a puff of smoke
Now the end is that either ways it hurts

Though it is really hard to give up,
Present is a gift to rub off his butt.

Present shouldn’t be used to wait tomorrow
Procrastination is the key to delay goals

Gets harder as it goes closer to your marrow
With the days so the stages get brutal

If right steps taken from the beginning
And focused on all stages gives easy going
How hard it may be to give up the wrong
Present is the best gift we can work on.

Mazhiikho Augustine Sapriina
2nd Semester
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MY COLLEGE

In the beautiful border of Nagaland
Surrounded by beautiful flowers all around,

Stood my beloved - St. Xavier College.
A college with green trees and calm atmosphere,
Second home for Xavierite brothers and sisters.

An institute that provides
Quality education, warm relationship and co-operations,

Between the teacher and student,
Make the college even more interesting and exciting.

Guided by good teachers
The students get along with each other

Until and unless
Some useless misunderstanding occurs

Though what the conditions are:
We are all one ‘United’
In the eyes of the lord

As we are in Xavierites family.
I really love and like my college.
And this is my final prayer that
God bless this great institution.

Keyitoteilei Pame Keyitoteilei Pame 
6th semester 6th semester 

Life is uncertain and the best thing in life is yet to come.
The present is our real moment where we can actually live

Living in the moment is the key to our own freedom and happiness.
Live your present because we don’t want regret  

when we look at our past.
Live your life to the fullest without any regrets.

Create memories
And live your story. Ilamheile  Ilamheile  

22nd Semesternd Semester

LIVE THE MOMENT
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MY DEAR COLLEGE

Oh! How lucky I am?

To be under those caring wings;

An institution full of new knowledge and wisdom,

Provides constant learning

Now I long more and more for those days;

As I realize those were the best days.

Grateful to thee, our worthy college,

For thou are the maker of our future.

Grateful to thee, our worthy college,

For thou who nurture;

Each and every student’s mind,

And thy knowledge that remains always on my mind.

How great is thy blessing?

An absolute place which gives us light;

That we start seeking

And makes out knowledge and wisdom bright,

Grateful to thee, our worthy college;

The profounder of eternal wisdom.

Silent in speech, just couldn’t speak.

Don’t know what my future holds,

That I can’t resist it.

If it’s for my good, this path I trod.

Grateful to thee, our worthy college;

Who molded me to fulfill my goal.

Ngiambuilei Ngiambuilei 
6th Semester6th Semester
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APRIL RAIN

Watching a falling rain in April

All my emotions rushed

I am both happy and sad

It’s like with the rain drops my feelings are slipping away.

Rain makes me lonely but graces me like a scar

Rain creates a paradise for me and it’s nice that on days like this,

I drift away and find myself falling into the bed

Gazing outside the window as the rain breaths on my window seal

Like a loaded rifle.

Rain brings back my childhood memories

A kid version of me would be screaming when I hear the thunder roars

Singing to the fullest, enjoying the beautiful smell of soil,

Jumping into the puddles.

In the rain, it felt like a whole town looked like a mirror below my feet

I miss returning home from school soaked up in rain

Not having to worry about catching a cold,

But the after effect of getting soaked up in stinky school uniform and 

socks

The April Rain brings fond memories

Of childhood which once was divine, now resign.

Samsangyile HegeuSamsangyile Hegeu
4th Semester4th Semester
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A WISE MAN

I wish I was a wise man
And all the answers knew,
The solver of all problems

With perfect point of views;
I wish I was contented

With how the world is turning,
But lately I’ve been thinking

That no one has been learning.

It seems to me that history
Has never taught a thing
To either wise or foolish
To commoner or king;

For man is learning nothing
But how to cross his palms
With other people’s silver

By dint of cheating charms.

Don’t work is now the maxim
The common rule of the thumb,

Avoid the awful burden of
The job that is hum-drum;

Get off to University
And get a good degree,

Then from a lowly laborer
You surely will be free.

But if I was a wise man
Then surely I would know

That this is not, and cannot be
The wisest way to go,

For if everyone’s a genius
And no one wants the chores

Then who will sweep the streets I ask,
And who will scrub the floors?

Mzalungbe Mzalungbe 
6th Semester6th Semester
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GRIEF NOT

FRIENDS ARE BUNCH OF HAPPINESS

We live being friends
Creating atmosphere full of euphoria

Leaving aside our sadness
Receiving the same lecture

We try to become far better and competitive
Love to initiate one another

Responding ‘yes’ or ‘no’ in unison
The ambiance with fantasy

Daydreaming beside window
The melancholic chirping of bird’s

Never knows when time goes by
No worries of taking extra holiday

Mates are there to help out
They keep updating news on absent days

That makes us good friends

NNK NamridinK Namridin
6th semester6th semester

The best are yet to be!
Yet, to shine and brighter.

Let not grief be a companion,
Grief not failure, cease it.
We all have choices in life

Uncountable flaws, faced setback
There’s purpose in your pain.

Cling success, hope thee
Love becoming the best version
Of yourself, but with patience.
Love the path of deep healing

It is what defines us
Respect to your own journey.

        I   Insim Newmensim Newme
        2nd Semester        2nd Semester
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FRIENDS, PRICELESS TREASURE 

Strangers we call them as you

Chose path in life, 

Yet, days count until you learn

On them every day. 

The laughter, crying, arguments

Together are the most

Mesmerizing seconds.

The silly minutes together holds

Million memories.

It offers you strength to carry

On even on cloudy and tiring

Days of yours.

They give a countless reasons to

Live and not just exist.

Friends, hold its definition to priceless treasure

The precious little six words

‘FRIENDS’ radiates more life

And meaning to this chaotic world of mine and yours

Thousands and million memories

Of us lays in that word- friends.

KKeheukangyileeheukangyile
2nd Semester2nd Semester
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LITTLE BIRD

YOU HAVE GONE SO FAR

Little Bird, little bird why do you weep so?
I weep so because I am trapped in this

Beautifully built cage,
Will I ever be free again?

Little bird, little bird do you wish to be free again?
Oh! Yes, yes I do.

Oh! How I miss the sun, the freedom I once had
The smell of the forest

Those days when I would soar high in the sky with my folks
Never did I know that a day would come

Where I would be caged in an iron bar for years.
Oh! How sad, how sad

For I wonder if I shall ever get to spread
My wings and fly again out in the sun.

With the wind and rain.
The freedom I once had

How I wish to have it again.
PaulamlePaulamle

4th Semester4th Semester

The new day has dawn to greet good morning.
The new day is welcomed by creatures, small and big.

Which is a life given by our magnificent Master
The sun has risen and the birds are singing sweet melodies

Sung from far and near.
The dew drops cover the green carpet
The flowers are blossom in rainbow.

Oh what a beautiful and pleasant morning.

The beautiful trees and plants dancing among the cold breeze
The golden light shines its rays and illumines the earth land

The stars glitter among the blue open sky.
Oh! What a beautiful day.

Moment of silence, cloud over shadowed the beautiful
Heaven sky, the sky seems gloomy.

The melodious chirping of birds no longer heard,
Morning twinkling stars and beautiful golden sun rays

Vanished swiftly into the dark cloudy night.
Where I realize, you have gone so far. RR. Shanga.  Shanga

2nd Semes ter2nd Semes ter
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SWEET SPRING

MY MOM

The wide spreading plain swells beneath hills
And the clean blue skies look rather still

The green robustness of waving trees
Moves and glitter leaves in the breeze.

The murmuring crystal stream flows,
And the golden unfading daylight flows

Once again filled with sweet scent of spring
That evokes nature to sing.

The mellifluous song of Nightingales so sweet,
The ecstatic little lambs bleat

The lilacs and statics dance in harmony
Attuning themselves to nature’s symphony.
God’s vibrant masterpieces so magnificent
Draw me to thoughts I can’t comprehend.

IlIleugumleeugumle
6th Semester6th Semester

My mom; a woman like no other
As alluring as a white dove,
Perpetually indebted to her

For her unconditional tender love,

Her fondness; never fallen short
In perpetual gracious for celebrating my attitude,

My feet; always been my support
From emotional disruptions to solitude

She always has been my sun
When I feel down and regretful

‘A link that can never be undone’
Is what we share and forever will.

Her orb; twinkle like spring scars
And her simper; shines like sapphires.

LungchuyileLungchuyile
6th Semester6th Semester
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BROKEN DREAMS

A TRIBUTE I SHALL MAKE

Working daily for my living
Shedding sweats without rest

I could see my parents suffering
Just to make my dream best.

Gave up everything for my sake
From birth till this day

Risking their lives for my sake
Made me realize what I’m today.

I could see them praying every night
To keep me safe from all harm

Waking up in the middle of the night
Just to keep me safe and warm.

To the love of my life

I promise, my goal will set your life.

                                                                                                        Binbinliu Pamai    Binbinliu Pamai
                                               6th Semester                                               6th Semester

Like broken wings that can’t fly,
Like broken dreams that can’t soar high

A broken dream can’t come true.

Dreams, a million broken dreams that are shattered,
Like the millions of stars scattered in the sky.

But unlike the stars that shines beautifully in the night sky,
A broken dream loses its light and destination.

The Dream that one dreams as a child,
The dream that one dreams as a man,

Is like a dream one wakes up from,
The more one tries to remember its youthful colors,

The more unclear and vague it becomes.

Like broken wings that can’t fly,
Like broken wings that can’t soar high,

A dream once broken is difficult to build again.

KukulieKukulie
4th Semester4th Semester
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MY FIRST SIGHT

Years have been past,

But it lasted for long.

Though it’s impossible,

Longing you forever.

Your presence less in front of me,

But I feel you everywhere.

Though people talk ill about you

But you’re the best.

Many discourage me,

But I still didn’t give up

Our fault story spread every corner,

But I chose you.

Many call their loved ones as,

Babe, honey, sweetie, so on.

But I will call you as,

My Lord.

Because you are the one,

Who is next to my parents.

PethauyilePethauyile
4th Semester4th Semester

LOVE HUNGER BOY

Far, far away coming down to see Alice.

The morning hours pass by the second 

bell.

Well, he rushed into the class room.

When he passed by her with quick steps

The end of her skirt touched him

He was faint like a drunken bee in lotus

The flash of her beauty blinks in him.

Oh! It was terrible, afraid to think of it 

again.

Holding a Volpone on his hand

Never concentrated nor interested.

The cover was pasted by Alice’s picture

He dares not to take photo, disguise 

himself.

Not to put himself to shame with a look.

The last bell rang, and the February 

boy’s dream lost itself in silence,

Like the Pacific.

ChunthuiChunthui
4th Semester4th Semester
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SHE LONGS FOR FREEDOM

She is sweet, they said.
But little did they know

That there is demon inside of her
Trapped and waiting in darkness,

Screaming night and day
It longs to be freed from the body.

She is kind, they said.
But little did they know

That the pain had made her what she is.
The pain she faced every day,
Made her weep every night.

She longs to be freed from all the pain and misery.

She is quiet, they said.
But little did they know,

The flow of a million thoughts in her mind
Thoughts much louder than her voice,

She wants to be heard
She wants to be free of her thoughts but

Little did she know that;
There was none to listen,

But she realized that her thoughts doesn’t matter
As the only thing which mattered was freedom.

I want FREEDOM! She says,
But the world refused to listen.

GinsiliuGinsiliu
4th Semester4th Semester
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CLUB RECORDS

Red Ribbon Club
 Nodal Officer		 	 – 		 Miss	Apale	Lasushe
	 Coordinator	 	 	 –		 Luihingbe
	 Asst.	Coordinator	 	 –		 Lunthrun	S	Janquiker
	 Secretary	 	 	 –		 Alo	Kibami	
	 Treasurer	 	 	 –		 Pinky	Thapa
	 Program	Coordinator	 –		 Howie	Nathaniel	&	Khathailu	Ganggmei
	 Media	Committee	 	 –		 N.K	Kavhalakbou	&	Lulu

Activities
 26/06/2021  –		 International	Day	against	Drug	Abuse	and	illicit	Trafficking
 28/08/2021  –		 Social	work	at	college	Approach	Road
 04/09/2021  –	 Cleanliness	drive	at	Jalukie	Town	Square
 18/09/2021  –	 Cleanliness	drive	at	the	college	Park
 22/09/2021  –		 Rose	Day	
 23/09/2021  –		 Awareness	program	on	HIV/AIDs,	Blood	Donation	and	TB
 01/10/2021  –		 National	Voluntary	Blood	donation	Day.
 11/10/2021  –		 Participated	in	the	phase	I	competition	organized	by	NSACS,	
	 	 	 	 	 Government	of	Nagaland,	to	mark	New	India	Independence	@75	
	 	 	 	 	 under	the	themes:	HIV,	TB	and	Blood	Donation.
 13/11/2021  –		 Online	Orientation	Program	on	EMTCT.
 01/12/2021  –		 Poster	making	and	Slogan	writing	competition	under	the	theme	
	 	 	 	 	 “Ending	the	HIV	Epidemic:	Equitable	Access	Everyone	Voice”
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Campus Ministry  
 Coordinator	 	 	 –		 Gracey	Kikon
	 Secretary	 	 	 –		 Lamneithem	Agnes
	 Finance	 	 	 –		 Paimraile	Khate
	 Media/Publicity	 	 –		 Junhai	Wangjen
	 Every	Sunday	 	 –		 Village	Ministry
	 Every	Tuesday	 	 –		 Fellowship

 10th	August	2021		 	 –		 Appointment	of	Leaders
	 11th&	12th	August	2021		 –		 Fundraise
	 13th&	14th	August	2021		 –		 Renewal	Program
	 31st	August	 		 	 –		 8th	September	2021	–	Novena
	 8th	September	2021			 –		 Marian	Day
	 18th	September	2021		 -		 Adieu	to	Rev.	Fr.	Marius	Zachamo	Asst.	Parish	Priest,	
	 	 	 	 	 	 Jalukie
	 26th	September	2021		 –		 Karam	Utsav
	 9th	October	2021		 	 –		 Outreach	program	to	Ikiesingram
	 1st	–	31st	October	2021		 –		 Rosary
	 31st	October	2021		 	 –		 Rosary	Procession	to	Jalukie	B
	 16th	–	28th	December	2021		–		 Voluntary	Service	at	Mother	Teresa’s	Home,	Dimapur
	 15th	–	22nd	January	2022	 –		 Bible	Study	program	in	Guwahati
	 13th	February	2022			 –		 Xavierite	Kids	Day
	 26th	March	2022		 	 –		 Contribution	of	food	items	to	Mother	Teresa’s	Home,	
	 	 	 	 	 	 Dimapur
	 15thApril	2022		 	 –		 Good	Friday	Pilgrimage	to	Mt.	Songphekol,	Songhluh
	 3rd	–	23rd	June	2022		 –		 Leadership	Training	to	Bangalore

Xaviriete Youth Care (NYK)

 Staff-Coordinator  –		 Miss	Flora
	 Coordinator	 	 	 –		 Iteudiakpe
	 Secretary	 	 	 –		 Nghaneivah

Activities 
 08/03/2021	 	 	 –		 Marathon
	 12/03/2021	 	 	 –		 75th	Years	of	India’s	Independence
	 13/03/2021	 	 	 –	 Cleanliness	Drive
	 25/09/2021	 	 	 –		 Fit	India	Run	2.0
	 05/02/2022	 	 	 –		 Neighborhood	Youth	Parliament
	 11/02/2022	 	 	 –		 Career	Guidance
	 12/02/2022	 	 	 –		 Games	&	Sports	meet
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Xavierite Eco Club
 Staff-Coordinator	 –		 Miss	Martha	T
 Coordinator	 	 –		 Ilamted	Disuang
	 Secretary	 	 –		 Kilungdiliu	Kaurinta

 18-09-2021	 	 –		 Social	work	in	the	college	park	in	collaboration	with	Red	Ribbon	Club.
 17-10-2021	 	 –		 Video	shoot	on	‘Amur	Falcon’	based	on	facts	and	significance	of	Amur	
	 	 	 	 	 Falcons
	 18-10-2021	 	 –		 Waste	Management	activities	and	prepared	Tin	Box	Dustbins.
	 18-02-2021	 	 –		 Cleanliness	drive	
	 07-04-2022	 	 –		 Seminar	on	National	Tobacco	Control

Farmers’ Club
 Staff-Coordinator	 –		 Miss	Lungningzeule
 Coordinator	 	 –		 Johnson	Gangmei
	 Secretary	 	 –		 Keyigumle

Activities 
 19/02/2022	 	 –		 Training	on	Oyster	Mushroom	Cultivation
 18/03/2022	 	 –		 Backyard	Garden
	 17/04/2022	 	 –	 Trip	to	Poilwa	and	Khonoma
	 25/05/2022	 	 –		 Social	Work
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Five days National Youth Camp was held from 8th to 12th March at B.K Birla College, Kalyan, Five days National Youth Camp was held from 8th to 12th March at B.K Birla College, Kalyan, 
Maharashtra. To attend this camp, we started off our journey on 5th March and reached back Maharashtra. To attend this camp, we started off our journey on 5th March and reached back 
Nagaland on 16th which took us 12 days in total. The camp was attended by students and Nagaland on 16th which took us 12 days in total. The camp was attended by students and 
research scholars from 15 different states where 5 students from St. Xavier College, Jalukie research scholars from 15 different states where 5 students from St. Xavier College, Jalukie 
represented the state of Nagaland.represented the state of Nagaland.

 NATIONAL YOUTH CAMP      

The camp wasThe camp was based on Gandhi’s dream and aspirations for the future India and the relevance of his teachings in today’s  based on Gandhi’s dream and aspirations for the future India and the relevance of his teachings in today’s 
world. During the camp, we had different sessions each day, where Tushar Gandhi, the great grandson of Mahatma Gandhi world. During the camp, we had different sessions each day, where Tushar Gandhi, the great grandson of Mahatma Gandhi 
and various other intellectuals spoke to us with a thought provoking message on Gandhi’s dream and on better India. The and various other intellectuals spoke to us with a thought provoking message on Gandhi’s dream and on better India. The 
interactive session with the speakers was what benefitted us the most.interactive session with the speakers was what benefitted us the most.
We were taught about the teachings of Gandhi such as self- discipline, self- determination, Satyagraha, Ahimsa,  We were taught about the teachings of Gandhi such as self- discipline, self- determination, Satyagraha, Ahimsa,  
truthfulness and many other moral values. It was the same topics that we learnt in school and higher secondary but this truthfulness and many other moral values. It was the same topics that we learnt in school and higher secondary but this 
time it came with different perspectives.time it came with different perspectives.
GandhiGandhi constantly assets “My life is my message”. Love, truth and sacrifices were the essence of his  constantly assets “My life is my message”. Love, truth and sacrifices were the essence of his Life. Gandhi alwLife. Gandhi always ays 
stood up for the right thing, no matter what the consequences are. His life continues to inspire people around the world stood up for the right thing, no matter what the consequences are. His life continues to inspire people around the world 
even after the great soul’s death. Gandhi dreamed of a vibrant nation with the village at its economic base. He was in favor even after the great soul’s death. Gandhi dreamed of a vibrant nation with the village at its economic base. He was in favor 
of decentralized economy.of decentralized economy.
In the In the program, we had presentations from delegates, fruitful discussions followed by the presentations which not only program, we had presentations from delegates, fruitful discussions followed by the presentations which not only 
helped us understand Gandhi better but also helped us gain confidence in public speaking. We also had cultural activities helped us understand Gandhi better but also helped us gain confidence in public speaking. We also had cultural activities 
from the delegates. By propagating shared experiences and having Cultural activities, it underscored social cohesion. from the delegates. By propagating shared experiences and having Cultural activities, it underscored social cohesion. 
Getting the opportunity to perform Naga cultural song there and showing them our unique culture, we felt proud about Getting the opportunity to perform Naga cultural song there and showing them our unique culture, we felt proud about 
ourselves. We took pride in being the ambassadors of Naga culture to them.ourselves. We took pride in being the ambassadors of Naga culture to them.
Gandhi oGandhi once said, “Our ability to reach unity in diversity will be the beauty and the test of our Civilization.” Similarly, during nce said, “Our ability to reach unity in diversity will be the beauty and the test of our Civilization.” Similarly, during 
the camp we met different people from many different places and getting to interact with them, we saw how diverse our the camp we met different people from many different places and getting to interact with them, we saw how diverse our 
country is and realized the importance of unity in the country. We took this as an opportunity to connect the bridge of  country is and realized the importance of unity in the country. We took this as an opportunity to connect the bridge of  
relationship to the other parts of the country which will enhance our unity.relationship to the other parts of the country which will enhance our unity.
We alsWe also learnt, how adaptively it is an important factor in our lives. And the importance of keeping an open mind to learn o learnt, how adaptively it is an important factor in our lives. And the importance of keeping an open mind to learn 
aand end experienxperience in a new environment. At times, we felt like we have it all until we go see for ourselves how others live.ce in a new environment. At times, we felt like we have it all until we go see for ourselves how others live.

NNationaational Youth Camp 2022 had brought us with many new experiences, new ideas on Gandhi’s thoughts and dreams l Youth Camp 2022 had brought us with many new experiences, new ideas on Gandhi’s thoughts and dreams 
and had inspired and motivated us. The trip in itself was a blessing but getting the privilege to visit Mumbai city was a and had inspired and motivated us. The trip in itself was a blessing but getting the privilege to visit Mumbai city was a 
bonus. Grateful to have seen Gateway of India, Jehu Beach and Mani Bhavan and the cherry on top was Accoland water  bonus. Grateful to have seen Gateway of India, Jehu Beach and Mani Bhavan and the cherry on top was Accoland water  
amusement park in Guwahati.amusement park in Guwahati.

Ilamted DisuangIlamted Disuang
6th Semester6th Semester
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“A dream does not become reality through magic; it takes sweat, determination and hard work.” Representing Nagaland at “A dream does not become reality through magic; it takes sweat, determination and hard work.” Representing Nagaland at 
National Youth Parliament Youth Festival, 2022, New Delhi is one of my biggest achievements. And I believe that this is just National Youth Parliament Youth Festival, 2022, New Delhi is one of my biggest achievements. And I believe that this is just 
the beginning and there is more to learn and achieve.the beginning and there is more to learn and achieve.

With thisWith this ex expperience, I take it as a challenge, not only for myself but also for my fellow friends that nothing is impossible erience, I take it as a challenge, not only for myself but also for my fellow friends that nothing is impossible 
when you want something from your heart and hard work is the key to succeed. I have always heard these inspiring words when you want something from your heart and hard work is the key to succeed. I have always heard these inspiring words 
but never felt it till now; I believe that through hard work and a strong desire, you can achieve your goal.but never felt it till now; I believe that through hard work and a strong desire, you can achieve your goal.

ThereThere were lots of ups and downs during my journey, but I have learned and seen many new things like cultures of our  were lots of ups and downs during my journey, but I have learned and seen many new things like cultures of our 
country, exploring new things, meeting new friends and have seen things which I have only heard and in the books.country, exploring new things, meeting new friends and have seen things which I have only heard and in the books.

One thing One thing ththat I had learnt is to be more responsible .The moment, I entered the central hall of the Parliament House, sitting at I had learnt is to be more responsible .The moment, I entered the central hall of the Parliament House, sitting 
under the same roof where the Speaker of Lok Sabha and other members ,I told myself that, ‘ I’ll be back here again one under the same roof where the Speaker of Lok Sabha and other members ,I told myself that, ‘ I’ll be back here again one 
fine day ‘. I was filled with honor to be sitting in the Parliament House where constitution of India was made.fine day ‘. I was filled with honor to be sitting in the Parliament House where constitution of India was made.
I also felt like I have gained some confidence within me and hope that I can be a better version of myself .Let’s work harder, I also felt like I have gained some confidence within me and hope that I can be a better version of myself .Let’s work harder, 
and not wait for others to tell us what to do, but show what you can.and not wait for others to tell us what to do, but show what you can. 

Sharon ZeliangSharon Zeliang
4th Semester4th Semester

Sharon Zeliang, 4th Semester Xavierite, the participant in the National 
Youth Parliament, held on 17th March 2022.  After a  competitive process of  
the selection rounds in the Block, District and State level, she got to the 

Delhi event. Thanks to NYKS for this great opportunity.
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B.A 2ND SEMESTER SECTION-B

B.A 2ND SEMESTER SECTION-A

B.A 4TH SEMESTER SECTION-B

B.A 6TH SEMESTER

B.A 4TH SEMESTER SECTION-A
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REMINISCENCE

Extension Activity at Huker, Chessore, Extension Activity at Huker, Chessore, 
Shamator and PathsoShamator and Pathso

SOPHIA HOMESOPHIA HOME

DISTRICT GREEN CHAMPIONDISTRICT GREEN CHAMPION

MARIAN HOMEMARIAN HOME
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Teachers’ Day 2021

Grads Day  2021
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PRINCIPAL’S CUM PATRON’S DAY

BLOOD DONATIONBLOOD DONATION

COVID TEST AND VACCINATION COVID TEST AND VACCINATION 
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Assam Rifles, JalukieAssam Rifles, Jalukie
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NYK Career GuidanceNYK Career Guidance
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MUSICAL JAMBOREE

XAVIERITE KIDS DAY

MAJULI  TRIP
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Campus Ministry at St. Mother Teresa Home, KolkataCampus Ministry at St. Mother Teresa Home, Kolkata

Xavierite Campus Ministry on an intense training at Mt.Zion, BangaloreXavierite Campus Ministry on an intense training at Mt.Zion, Bangalore

Rev. Sr. Rency Sebastian, Vice Principal, at the North East Zone Inter Sainik School Punglwa 
Sports & Cultural Meet
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Annual Games & Sports 2021-22
Special Guest : Shri. Peter Lichamo IAS, DC Zunheboto
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Campus Views
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Student Coordinators
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IMAGINATIVE TALENTS
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Kaitanglak
4th	Semester

Machingau
4th	Semester





S t . X av i e r  C o l l e g eS t . X av i e r  C o l l e g e
J a l u k i e , P e r e n  D i s t J a l u k i e , P e r e n  D i s t 
N a ga l a n dN a ga l a n d  -  7 97  110 -  7 97  110

w w w. s t x av i e r c o l l e g e j a l u k i e . o r gw w w. s t x av i e r c o l l e g e j a l u k i e . o r g

8 413 0 8 5 4 0 58 413 0 8 5 4 0 5

s t x av i e r c o l l e g e j a l u k i e @ g m a i l . c o ms t x av i e r c o l l e g e j a l u k i e @ g m a i l . c o m

St.Xavier College, Jalukie, established in 2005 and managed by Catholic St.Xavier College, Jalukie, established in 2005 and managed by Catholic 
Church, is named after the great visionary and missionary Saint Francis Xavier. Church, is named after the great visionary and missionary Saint Francis Xavier. 
Born on April 7, 1506 in Spain, he arrived in Goa in 1542 as a missionary priest, Born on April 7, 1506 in Spain, he arrived in Goa in 1542 as a missionary priest, 
living the rest of his life for the betterment of the people of the land. He set high living the rest of his life for the betterment of the people of the land. He set high 
standards for himself and had ambitious plans for the people. He was a man of standards for himself and had ambitious plans for the people. He was a man of 
quick perception and sound judgment. While he was fervent, he was known to quick perception and sound judgment. While he was fervent, he was known to 
be so without losing a realist grasp of the facts. Yet, his goals were not to be be so without losing a realist grasp of the facts. Yet, his goals were not to be 
‘the best’ or ‘first’, but rather to make progressive impact and for a holistic life. ‘the best’ or ‘first’, but rather to make progressive impact and for a holistic life. 
He was driven by passion and an internal energy to help others in a way that he He was driven by passion and an internal energy to help others in a way that he 
believed was beneficial to all persons on earth. St.Xavier College, following the believed was beneficial to all persons on earth. St.Xavier College, following the 
footsteps of its Patron, continues to serve the students and people of the region footsteps of its Patron, continues to serve the students and people of the region 
and make the best of life with God-given resources and available human efforts.and make the best of life with God-given resources and available human efforts.

ST. FRANCIS XAVIER
PATRON SAINT OF THE COLLEGE


